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Writing Style
Title
Discuss: What does the title tell you about the kind of book this will be? Does the title imply doubt in
the girl’s belief? Look at the artwork on the cover. Do you like it? Why?
Which genre is the book? Have you heard of the term ‘magical realism’? Does this book fit into that
genre?
Opening
‘The first time Stella Martin ran away, it was in her sleep. The second was by accident. But the third
time she did it on purpose, to find out whether she was human or not.’ Page 1
Discuss: What do you think of the opening of the book? What does the author mean by ‘The second
was by accident’? Can you run away by accident? Think about the phrase ‘to find out whether she
was human or not?’ What does it mean to be human?
Read the first chapter.
Discuss: Why does Tania Unsworth start the story with Stella’s dream of drowning?
Water words
Tania Unsworth uses lots of water words within the story. Look again at the first chapter and see
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how she uses words linked to water to describe things: the marble as looking like liquid, the grass
wet from the sprinklers, the swimming pool, and Stella’s father sunk in his trance of sorrow.
Discuss: Why does she do this? Does it continue throughout the novel?
Activity: Choose one chapter and see how many times words connected with water are used. When
are they used to describe water, and when are they used as metaphor? Look at the following
sentences to help you:
‘Stella’s dad…sunk in his trance of sorrow,’ page 2
‘nothing but the occasional water tower to cast a shadow.’ Page 6
‘Stella has a tendency to drift’ page 15.
‘Stella was caught by a wave of grief and longing.’ Page 42
Sounds
All writers use the senses to develop their descriptions and enhance the readers’ empathy with the
characters. This is called dynamic description. But in The Girl Who Thought Her Mother Was a
Mermaid, there is a particular emphasis on sounds, or lack of sound.
Think about episodes in the book in which noise helps Stella, or in which she has to stay quiet.
‘The moment she touched the handle – which had always been slightly loose – it rattled and woke
her. One night, though, the door was left ajar and there was nothing to stop her passing through into
the silent, carpeted corridor beyond.’ Page 1
‘Her name was Deb, and it was her chattering that was to blame on the day that Stella ran away by
accident.’ Page 14
‘They clattered across the back of the van, and Stella heard them thump down into the street, their
footsteps fading.’ Page 67
What does noise indicate? Does it indicate things being out in the open, whereas silence indicates
secrecy? Are some places supposed to be noisy or quiet? A library for example. Why?
Think about which noises Stella hears from the back of the removal van, and when crouching in the
cupboard and trying to escape in Chapter 34.
Discuss: When do you have quiet moments in your day? Is there ever silence? When is this? When is
the noisiest part of your day?
Activity: Make a sound diary of your day. What are the first sounds you hear? Birds, an alarm clock,
people? Can you separate the sounds into natural and artificial?
Make a sound map of your home: each room may have its own sound – the ticking of a clock, a radio
normally on, a washing machine etc.
Can you write a dynamic description – pick a scene and try to describe what all the senses are
experiencing. Try and base it on water – swimming or on a ferry for example.
The author also plays on what happens to sound in water.
‘But it’s so quiet underwater; you wonder where the sound went.’ Page 40
Gramma thinks that underwater is quiet, whereas Pearl thinks that sounds are clearer underwater.
‘Sounds were muffled,’ she says, on page 141.
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Activity: Conduct a science experiment to see whether sounds are quieter or louder underwater.
Clink two metallic pieces of cutlery together in the air. Make a note of what it sounds like. Now,
submerge the cutlery in a bucket of water. Take a large plastic bottle and cut off the bottom. Listen
through the bottle to the sound of the cutlery clinking underwater. Is it louder than in air? It should
be – sound waves travel faster through water.
Unsworth uses sound to suggest the magical realism elements of the sea:
‘She could hear the steady pulse of the surf as it beat against the shore, and the long, muttering
intake of its breath as it drew back again.’ Page 70
Discuss: How does Unsworth make the sea itself like a character?
‘How strange the water felt against her skin. Now that she had become used to the cold, she was
aware of another sensation, gentle, yet oddly urgent. She cocked her head, listening. It was like
voices in a far-off room, she thought, or a swarm of insects half a field away. Something that you
sensed was there, although you couldn’t quite hear it. A feeling rather than a sound.’ Page 71
Discuss: How else could a writer make the ocean seem magical?
Activity: Write a paragraph about the ocean, giving it magic in some way. How have you done this?
Which words did you use?
Stella’s mum’s necklace is ‘the word of the sea’, it turns out it keeps Stella safe in the water. Think
about how else it helps Stella – it gives reassurance, gives her courage.
At the beginning of the book: ‘She stood in the middle of the playground, and kids jostled and raced
around her as if she was invisible.’ Page 12
Discuss: Is Stella invisible by the end of the story? How does she make herself seen and heard by the
end of the book?
In The Little Mermaid by Hans Christian Andersen, the mermaid sacrifices her voice so that she can
gain legs and survive on land.
Discuss: How important is the voice? How can you make yourself heard without a voice? What else
do we mean by ‘having a voice’?

Characters
Stella
‘It was as if she didn’t notice – or see the need – of rows and borders, and separate places for
things.’ Page 7
“’The mugs in the kitchen were made to line up…’ Page 8
‘passing the identical houses with their neat front gardens and tidy driveways.’ Page 26
Discuss: Stella is preoccupied with things being boring and orderly, and seeks change and disarray –
like her mother. Why do you think this is?
Activity: Take a note of things you see on your way to school over several weeks. Are things neat
and orderly, or is your local environment more higgledy-piggledy? Why do you think towns and
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houses are often arranged in some kind of order or grids?
Does your view change over time? Make a note of what changes take place over the weeks.
‘What a strange girl you are!’ Mrs Chapman says to Stella. Page 4
‘“Do you think I’m strange, Gramma?” she asked one day.
Gramma smiled. “Isn’t everyone?”’ Page 23
‘In my opinion, the more you know a person, the stranger they become.’ Page 24
‘You’re not the same, same, same,’ she said. ‘You’re weird.’ Page 33
‘“You really are weird,”
“I know I am,” Stella said. It was what she always said when Cam told her she was weird, which was
quite often. It had become their private joke.’ Page 35
‘Cam had been right to laugh at her, she thought. Only a child of five would wonder whether her
mum had been a mermaid or not. And even then, the child of five would have to be pretty stupid.
The sort of child, Stella told herself, who caused people to shake their heads and whisper behind
their hands.’ Page 58
Stella is very concerned about what other people think, and is upset that Cam laughs at Stella for her
beliefs.
‘Her lovely mum had been a regular, normal human being. And Stella wasn’t strange, or different in
any way.’ Page 93
‘“It’s not true,” she whispered. “I can’t change into anything. I’m normal.”’ Page 164
‘A hundred times wilder, and a hundred times more alien than any mermaid ever dreamed of.’ Page
191
‘Human. Normal. Pure relief welled up in her, and hand in hand with the relief, a quiet yet terrible
sadness.’ Page 216
Discuss: What do the characters mean by being ‘strange’ or ‘weird’? What’s the difference between
‘weird-weird’ and ‘weird-interesting’, as Cam says on page 33. What other words could Stella use to
describe herself other than ‘strange’ or ‘weird’? Are these derogatory words? Is she anomalous?
What does it mean to be ‘normal’ or regular’ or ‘alien’? Why does Stella feel relief and sadness at
the realisation that she is ‘normal’?
Activity: Think about the things you believe in – write them down as a list. Write down examples of
things you like or dislike. Now swap lists with a partner/classmate. Tick items on the list that you
agree with. Do the differences mean that you are ‘strange?’ Think about ways in which you could
celebrate the diversity around you – the different beliefs, customs, likes and dislikes.
Create a profile of your partner - you could do this as a form, or creating an avatar such as a
Weemee. What do they look like? What would they have in their hands/accessories/background?
What would they put in their speech bubble?
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‘the only life worth living is the one you live as yourself’ Pearl writes to her in her letter, page 236
Discuss: What does Pearl mean by this?
‘In the split second before she jumped… a realisation shot through Stella’s mind with the force and
clarity of utter truth. It was that her entire life, one way or another, she had been running away from
this moment. And yet, without knowing, she had been running straight towards it all along.’ Page
210
Discuss: Is Stella running away or running towards something? Is there a difference?
Activity: Look at Stella’s note to her father on page 62. Think about the effect the note and Stella
being missing is having on her father. Write down a list of emotions he might be feeling. Now write a
note to her father, trying to understand how he might be feeling. What extra information have you
given?
Write a postcard home from Stella from Lastland Island.
Imagine you are the police looking for Stella. Draw up a Missing Persons poster. How much detail
can you put in about Stella’s character from what you’ve read?
When Stella runs away, she has a frightening experience in the back of the removal van. Try and
write a poem about her emotions during this time.
Cam
‘Her clothes were different, and her height, and even the colour of her skin.’ Page 30
‘“I don’t know why we bother looking out of the window,” she said. “What’s the point? Everything’s
the same. Same, same, same. It’s like watching paint dry.”’ Page 32
Discuss: Why do you think Stella finds herself drawn to Cam? What is her initial impression of Cam?
Do first impressions count? Should they? Compare how she views Cam as to how she views herself.
‘Cam liked to be dramatic and funny and interesting.’ Page 48
‘Cam exaggerated everything, Stella thought, you couldn’t rely on a word she said.’ Page 54
‘“If me and that sofa were about to fall off a cliff, my mum would save the sofa,” Cam had said. “It’s
the truth, swear on my life.”’ Page 61
‘Even asleep, Cam couldn’t help being dramatic, Stella thought.’ Page 203
Discuss: Why is the word ‘interesting’ italicised in the first quote? Think about how Cam uses
exaggeration. When do you use exaggeration? Is it different for different purposes: To tell a story, to
make a point, use persuasive language, to make an argument, for humorous effect?
Look at the different times Cam uses exaggeration, and when they are effective. See page 200 for
when Cam ‘exaggerates’ their way onto the ferry. Is there a danger to exaggerating things? When
does exaggeration become a lie?
Activity: Find a telling of the fable called ‘The Boy Who Cried Wolf’. You could use this audio:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schoolradio/subjects/english/aesops_fables/33-40/boy_who_cried_wolf
What is the moral of this story? Do you think it applies to Cam? Or does Cam use exaggeration in a
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different way. Now contrast it with the picture book ‘On the Way Home’ by Jill Murphy. Is this a
different type of exaggeration?
Gramma
‘The more she lost, the more the kindness showed, like a rock on the beach when the tide was going
out.’ Page 52
Stella wants to see pictures of her mother: ‘It would make her mum feel real to Stella again, still
alive, if only in memory.’ Page 98
‘Gramma was always right, Stella thought. One way or another.’ Page 162
Discuss: Tania Unsworth makes Gramma a grounding influence in the story, despite her dementia.
Why is this?
Is Gramma the only adult upon whom Stella can rely?
Activity: Stella finds out about her mother through her grandmother’s memories of the past.
Conduct an interview with an elderly member of your own family and see what memories they have
of your parents or relatives that you might not be aware of. Share them in class. Has anyone found
out anything surprising or different about their parents?
Dad
‘Grief or no grief, a dad ought to spend more time at home…’ page 18.
‘Stella hadn’t thought about her dad during the long hours in the removal van. Yet underneath, she’d
known that Mrs Chapman would have called him the instant she found Stella missing, and that he
would have come home at once, upset, maybe even frantic.’ Page 78
‘He doesn’t always know the right thing to say, you know, Gramma had once told her. But he has a
very good heart.
Gramma never knew what she was talking about, Stella thought. Yet somehow, she was always,
always right.’ Page 227–8
Discuss: Do you think Stella’s Dad is a good father? What makes a good father? Stella’s father is one
of the only men mentioned in the novel. Did you notice this? Why do you think the author has made
all the characters female? If one was male – a grandfather instead of a grandmother, or Marcie
being a man rather than a woman – would it have made a difference to the story? Think about the
gender decisions an author must make in writing their novel.
Marcie and Pearl
Reread chapters 18 and 19.
Discuss: How does Unsworth build tension to reveal that Marcie is the villain of the story? Pick out
quotes as evidence. Look at the use of light and dark as well as the dialogue.
‘Her skin lacked colour, and her hair was thin and wispy. Even her shabby dress, faded to a greenish
memory, looked washed out. As if she had been painted entirely in watercolours.’ Page 97
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Discuss: What is Stella’s first impression of Pearl? How does it change when she sees her up close?
How has the author portrayed Pearl’s weakness?
‘At first glance, the stone looked like an ordinary pebble. But it was marbled with fine green veins,
and when it caught the light in the right way, it gleamed with a dark fire, richer than velvet.’ Page 10
Discuss: In what way is the stone like Pearl, or Stella’s mother? What turns something ordinary into
something special? Think about the first impressions in the book.
Activity: Can you write the scene in which Stella meets Pearl for the first time from Pearl’s point of
view? What emotions does she feel upon seeing Aquabelle’s daughter?
Discuss: Now look at chapters 27 to 31. Tania Unsworth switches point of view to Pearl telling her
story. Why does she do this? Does the character of Marcie become more sinister as Pearl tells the
story? How? Look at how Marcie sees Pearl and Aquabelle, and how she acts cruelly. Does this show
Marcie’s strength or Pearl’s weakness? What are Marcie’s boots a symbol of?

Themes
Mermaids
Stella’s Mum used to swim ‘As if she was made of water itself.’ Page 3. Her hair ‘glittered at the
edges like a red-gold crown’ page 3 and “shone like polished copper” page 10. She was ‘too beautiful
for this world.’ Page 22
Compare this with the description of mermaids on page 21:
‘According to legend, mermaids could bring on storms and tell the future, she read. Some were
sirens, luring sailors to their doom; others had mysterious healing powers. All were beautiful, with
flowing hair and graceful features. They liked nothing better than to perch on rocks, admiring their
reflections, or to glide through their underwater kingdoms, strewn with jewels and treasure—‘
Discuss and Activity: Think about your stereotypical idea of a mermaid. Can you draw it? Why do
mermaids hold such fascination for writers? How are mermaids viewed in different cultures? Do
some research and present your findings in a PowerPoint. Compare ideas of mermaids as being
inconsistent/vulnerable/protectors.
Now, look up the story of The Little Mermaid by Hans Christian Anderson. Why do you think it is so
popular? Can you find a picture of the statue of The Little Mermaid in Copenhagen? How does this
compare to the drawing you have done?
‘“I used to think my mum was a mermaid…” she said. “Ages and ages ago,” she added hastily. Cam
shrugged. “I used to think my mum was a witch. And I still do.”’ Page 36
‘Away with the fairies, poor little thing, such a terrible shame.’ Page 58
Discuss: How do ideas of mythical creatures come into our language and stories? Why do we have
images of these creatures?
Activity: Mermaids are hybrids – half human half fish. Can you create your own mythical hybrid?
What assets would it have, what kind of body and abilities?
Can you use your descriptive language to write about the underwater life of a mermaid? How would
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they live? What dangers might they encounter?
Using a shoebox, make an underwater diorama – think about which craft materials could represent
water, and all the elements within. Will yours be Deep Ocean or a coral reef? Explore the
possibilities.
Only when mermaids become nameless, do they take on non-stereotypical element:
‘“There’s no such thing, if you mean those creatures who sit on rocks and comb their hair all day,”
Pearl said, with a hint of scorn. “The ones with pretty tails, who sing to ships, or change into seals, or
lure sailors to their doom with no apparent reason. There’s no such thing as them.”
“What, then?”
“Imagine what you would need to live in the deepest, wildest ocean,” Pearl said. “The eel’s whip and
the limpet’s cling, the strength and sleepless eyes of the great white shark, the liquid shiver of the
squid…like that.”’ Page 123
‘“We’re not called anything. We don’t need language in the way you think of it. Names are no use to
us. We are just…of the sea.”’ Page 137 Pearl explains to Stella.
‘Now she knew that somewhere, deep below those waves, there were nameless beings, beyond the
need for words or language. They had always been there, too swift to be caught, too cunning to be
trapped, each cell in their bodies able to think, and feel, and understand.’ Page 203
Discuss: If something is given a name or a label, is it too easy to attribute a stereotype to it? Think
about common occupations, such as footballer, farmer or teacher. Does a stereotype image come to
mind? These stereotypes don’t matter, and can be helpful, as long as they do not affect our attitude
towards individuals.
Activity: Create a role play situation in small groups and examine stereotypes and prejudices. Invite
a ‘stereotype’ to a party and see what people’s reactions are. Then discuss whether these attitudes
are prejudiced.
Friendship
‘there were rules to making friends.’ Page 12
Discuss: What does Stella mean by this?
Activity: Make a chart of friendship rules. Now look through the book. When do Stella and Cam
adhere to your rules and when do they break them?
Stella and Cam’s friendship is key to the story. Think about your own friendships.
Activity: Finish the following sentences as if you were Stella writing about Cam. Now do the same as
yourself:
I like to have a friend because
I make up with a friend by
Having a friend makes me feel
Body/Detachment of mind and body
There are many instances in the novel, in which it feels as if a person’s body doesn’t fit their mind,
and vice versa. Have a look at the following:
‘As if her mind was so far away that her body had simply been left behind.’ Page 9
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‘Stella’s mum had had extremely large feet for her height. They looked, Stella often thought, as if
they didn’t quite belong to her.’ Page 24
‘Gramma looked different, taller, and yet somehow further away.’ Page 55
‘She leaned over the railing and saw her own shadow, racing along on the surface of the water.
Stella knew it was hers; it lifted an arm when she did, and she could see the tiny shape of her
necklace dangling clear. But it looked different, thinner, almost sinuous. And the purposeful way it
was moving was even more odd. As if it wasn’t a shadow, but something separate and alive.’ Page
81–2
‘her hair floating around her like a separate, living thing.’ Page 133
Stella’s mother seems separate from her body.
‘On the screen, her mum’s body glowed and shifted.’ Page 134
‘I didn’t like the way I felt in my new skin. The flat thud of my feet, the dullness of my senses… Even
worse I’d lost connection to most of my body. My heart was beating, blood ran through my veins
and nerves fired my muscles, but I couldn’t control any of it…It was like existing inside a machine.’
Page 141
Discuss: How would it feel to have a mermaid body?
Activity: Look at how fish breathe underwater – make a poster to show the differences between
human and fish respiration.
Pearl is in a wheelchair, but her mind remembers what it feels like to walk, but also to be ‘of the
sea’.
Discuss: Why do you think the author has placed Pearl in a wheelchair? Do you think she is asking
the reader to feel empathy for those who cannot use their body how they wish to?
‘We can think and feel with our entire bodies.’ Page 141
Activity: Think about the ways in which your body reacts to emotions and thoughts, especially the
five senses. If you feel embarrassed, where do you feel sensation in your body? How about feeling
cold? Draw a self-portrait and label the parts of the body where you feel and think things. Eg. You
might point to the stomach when you feel nervous.
Seen and Unseen/Secrets and Lies
‘Stella had run away from home because she thought her mum might have been a mermaid.
Sometimes it’s easy to believe something - however unlikely - when it is just a vague theory. But the
more real it gets, the harder it becomes, and now all Stella’s common sense rose in rebellion.’ Page
123
The entire plot of The Girl Who Thought Her Mother Was a Mermaid relies upon the ‘reality’ of
mermaids existing being kept a secret. When Marcie finds out about Pearl and Aquabelle’s secret,
and films it, she holds all the power (page 152).
‘She’d been longing for the chance to confide in Cam, partly to prove her wrong, but mostly for the
sheer relief of being able to share the whole, incredible story with someone.
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Yet she couldn’t, no matter how much she wanted to. It wasn’t just her secret, nor was it just Pearl’s.
It was far bigger than that. It was the ocean’s secret. In that instant, Stella knew that she would
never tell it. Even more, she would do anything in her power to protect it, whatever the cost.’ Page
184
Discuss: Look at pages 132-135 in which Stella watches the video. Look at the language used. Can
you define exactly what makes Aquabelle and Pearl mermaids? Does Unsworth still keep the reality
of mermaids a secret? Why does Unsworth do this?
Over the years, ‘fake’ mermaids have often been put on display. Look at the history of mermaid
shows:
You can see a poster for an 1833 Living Mermaid display here:
http://www.bl.uk/learning/timeline/large106757.html
And a modern-day show here:
https://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/07/magazine/the-last-mermaid-show.html
And the Horniman museum here:
https://www.horniman.ac.uk/collections/stories/manmade-mermaids/story-chapter/the-hornimanmerman
And the British museum here:
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?objectId
=558837&partId=1
Discuss: Why do people create fake mermaids for show? Compare the articles above with the show
in the novel. Think about Stella’s fascination with sea life in the museums when she wanders into
The Gallery of Ocean Life (page 17), and the aquarium (page 74). When do we realise what we are
seeing is fake or real? Does a ‘museum’ give authenticity to something, but a ‘show’ isn’t real?
‘“It’s where the magic happens!”
Stella nodded politely, thinking of the ping-pong balls, and the sequins missing from the mermaid’s
tail.’ Page 101
‘She was dressed up to look like a mermaid. It was a show.’ Page 92
Think about the shabbiness of ‘Crystal Cove’, ‘the first letters of “Crystal” and “Cove” made to look
like white-tipped, cresting waves.’ Page 86
Discuss: Why does Unsworth make it so shabby? Why are there no windows in the back rooms of
the Crystal Cove? How quickly does Stella realise what Gramma meant about her mother? Why do
people dress up as mermaids and other ‘unreal’ creatures? Why do people watch shows of them?
Stella and Cam also have their secrets and lies.
Stella steals books from the library. ‘She kept it a secret.’ Page 21
Discuss: Why doesn’t she just borrow them?
Cam keeps a diary, but reads it out loud to Stella.
‘“I thought you weren’t supposed to tell anyone what you wrote in your diary,” Stella said.
“What would be the point of that?’”
Stella shrugged. “I don’t know, so you could keep it a secret? That’s what I’d do, anyway.”’ Page 34
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Discuss: Are diaries supposed to be secret? Do you keep a diary? Think about how it might be
different if you knew your diary was going to be read. Think about famous diaries, such as The Diary
of Anne Frank. Do you think she might have written different things if she had known it would be
published and read worldwide?
Activity: Keep a diary for a week. At the end of the week, read through your diary and highlight all
the bits you want to keep secret. How much have you highlighted?
Pictures/Drawings
Stella’s mother used to do lots of drawings and sketches of things on any paper to hand. In fact, she
leaves a trail of clues in the sketches she has drawn – on the back of her photograph, and also on the
bed in Crystal Cove.
Activity: Can you draw a trail of clues about your own life. Which images would you draw? Now
think about the image of the turtle in the book. Re-read pages 116-117. Do you have one symbol
that is important to you? Think about how people use art to symbolise things that are important to
them – a tattoo, an artwork on the wall, children’s drawings pinned onto the fridge. Which artworks
can you see around you?
Stella has a large picture of the sea hanging in the spare room. She goes to look at it when she’s
feeling lonely:
‘It was an unusual picture. First, because it was extremely big, almost taking up the whole wall and,
second, because despite its size, there was hardly anything in it.’ Page 9
Discuss and Activity: Reread the page. What should be in pictures? Is there a rule? Look at these
famous paintings of ‘just the sea’:
The Great Wave by Hokusai, West Point by Winslow Homer, Sunset by John Kensett, Waves Breaking
by Claude Monet, Storm at Sea by JMW Turner. What is the difference between them? What
emotions do they evoke? Can you see more in them than at first glance? Which do you prefer?
Memories
In the novel, the character of Gramma has dementia:
‘Despite her efforts, her memories began to grow thin.’ Page 8
‘Her memories didn’t follow each other in order; they were more like a well-shuffled deck of cards.
There was no way of telling which would come out on top.’ Page 22
‘Her grandmother was a time traveller, Stella thought. She was always arriving – with great delight
and surprise - into her own future.’ Page 28
‘Her dad looked at her thoughtfully. “I don’t think your gramma has forgotten anything,” he said. “I
believe her memories are in there somewhere. She has trouble finding them when she needs to,
that’s all.’” Page 226
Discuss and Activity: What is dementia? Do you know anyone with dementia? Make a poster
describing what dementia is.
Now do your own memory exercises. Take a tray with 10 small objects, such as a whistle, an acorn.
Look at the tray for 1 minute, then cover it and see how many objects you can remember. Was it
difficult/easy? Increase the number of objects. Which object is easiest to remember?
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Play the shopping list game in a circle. Now think about why some things are more difficult to
remember than others. How did you feel when you couldn’t remember something? Was it
frustrating?
‘It was surprising, Stella thought, how often Gramma got things right, without even realising it.’ Page
37
‘Gramma muddled everything up, Stella thought. But she didn’t make things up. In her own way, she
was the most truthful person that Stella knew.’ Page 43
Discuss: Read page 39. Why does Tania Unsworth use Gramma to reveal the secret that Stella’s
mum used to be a mermaid? See page 39.
‘“A beautiful tail and everything,” Gramma declared, smiling at the memory.’ Page 40
Activity: Remember the last holiday you went on. Can you discuss it with a partner? Which things do
you remember? Do you remember emotions/feelings rather than specific details?
Gramma says that an advantage of muddling and forgetting things is that ‘it means I’m very good at
keeping secrets.’ Page 230
Discuss: Why do you think this is? Is it because the secrets won’t be believed, or that Gramma won’t
remember them?
Tania Unsworth uses ‘memories’ in other ways in the novel too. Look at the following quotes.
‘He used to be good at playing games but since her mum died, he had forgotten how to.’ Page 12–13
Discuss: Has Stella’s father really forgotten how to play? What does the author mean by this?
Pearl blames forgetfulness for them revealing that they are mermaids: ‘I had to pinch Aquabelle to
remind her where she was.’ Page 150
Discuss: Had Aquabelle really forgotten where she was?
‘In the memory, Stella was standing next to the window, and she must have been very young
because her head only came up to the level of her mum’s hands. She was showing her mum
something in a book. It was a picture of a mermaid. Her mum looked down at the page.
“There’s no such thing,” she said.
Stella wasn’t sure why she remembered this tiny incident, out of all the thousands of others. Maybe
it had stuck in her mind because her mum’s voice had sounded different. Not sharp – her mum was
never sharp – but unusually abrupt. Or maybe it was the way Stella had felt in that moment. As if she
had done something wrong without knowing quite what.’ Page 24–25
‘Stella thought they might have stayed dancing like that for ever, if they hadn’t seen her standing
there.
She gazed at Pearl, her mind bright with the memory.’ Page 122
Discuss: Stella has lots of memories of her mother, and they evoke different emotions in her. Try and
describe the emotions. Can you think of some early childhood memories? Do you think they are real
or have you embellished them with things people have told you since? How can we tell a memory is
real?
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Activity: Write about an early childhood memory. Think carefully about the emotions you are trying
to evoke.
‘Marcie gestured to the wall above the desk. It was covered with hundreds of photographs, fliers
and old newspaper cuttings.
“My wall of memories,” she said.’ Page 101
Discuss: Why does Marcie have a wall of memories?
Activity: Can you make your own ‘wall of memories’ on a poster or chart? Which people feature on
your wall? Which events? Use tickets or photographs, notes and drawings to fill your wall.
‘You moved through water before you were born, all you have to do is remember.’ Page 47
‘her body still held the memory of that power.’ Page 193
Discuss: Which memories does the body imprint? Do our muscles remember how to do things?
Activity: Memory can be separated into three sets – declarative (facts), episodic (events) and
procedural (skills). Can you write down some ideas for what might be procedural skills – i.e. What
your body remembers to do? Think about the ‘memories’ in the novel - which type of memory set do
they mainly fit into?

Further Reading
The Little Mermaid by Hans Christian Anderson
The Tail of Emily Windsnap by Liz Kessler
The Mystery of the Colour Thief by Ewa Jozefkowicz
The Secret Life of Daisy Fitzjohn by Tania Unsworth
The Song from Somewhere Else by AF Harrold, illustrated by Levi Pinfold
The Secret Horses of Briar Hill by Megan Shepherd
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